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Structuring Cellular Automata Rule Space with Attractor
Basins

Dave Burraston

Complex systems such as Cellular Automata (CA) produce global behaviour based
?n the ~nteractions of simple units (cells). Their evolution is specified by local
mterection rules that generate some form of ordered, complex or chaotic
behaviour. This wide variety of behaviour represents an important generative tool
for the artist. Chaotic behaviour dominates rule space, which has serious
implications for the serendipitous use of these systems in artistic endeavour. A
fresh insight into a recognised key problem, the structure of rule space, is
presented based on empirical evidence. This provides a method fer creating groups
of rules with a bread range of behaviour for application within generative arts
practice and will also be of interest to scientific practitioners.

1. Introduction

On the phone-scales a common or garden F sharp gave a
reading of 93 kilogrammes. It issued from a decidedly large
tenor whose weight I took. (Erik Satie 1912)

T
he different classes of behaviour that CA produce, whether
ordered, complex or chaotic, make them interesting to artists
and scientists alike. They are fascinating objects, producing more
pattern than a single human is capable of observing within their
own lifetime. Stephen Wolfram has proposed twenty key

problems in the theory of CA (Wolfram 1985), the seventh problem asks
: How is different behaviour distributed in the space of cellular
automaton rules? The structure of the elementary rule space was
examined by Li and Packard, where their aim was to show inter and
intra behaviour class connections (Li and Packard 1990). The approach
taken in this paper and described in section 3 is different, providing
fresh insight into rule space structure.

Within the domain of generative music access to a variety of behaviour
is essential. CA have played a key part in generative music for many
years (Burraston, Edmonds, Livingstone and Miranda 2004) (Burraston
and Edmonds 2005). Reflective practice has also been utilised to
investigate and describe generative music (Burraston and Edmonds
2004) (Burraston 2005a, 2005b & 2005c), and also a precursor to the
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